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Authorities Dismiss Dissident Hungarian Priest 
from Ministry 

 
 Officials announced that as of April 1, Rev. László Tôkés, the 
well-known Hungarian Reformed minister and minority-rights advocate 
from Temesvár (Timisoara), was dismissed from his ministry. 
 On Sunday, April 2, Deacon Zsigmond Borsi of Bihar (Bihor) and 
Deacon József Kovács of Arad, on the orders of Nagyvárad (Oradea) 
Bishop László Papp, went to Tôkés' Sunday service where they read aloud 
the Bishop's letter dismissing Tôkés from his post because of an 
alleged theft on a train (See: HPT Release No. 17/1989, dated March 15, 
1989). In fact, the "theft" was merely the Securitate's pretext for 
searching Tôkés' belongings for documentation of the Hungarian 
opposition. 
 The indignant congregation in the Temesvár church would not let 
Kovács finish reading the letter. It is widely known that the Bishop of 
Nagyvárad collaborates with the secret police; his previous actions 
have provoked the disgust of the entire Hungarian Reformed community in 
Transylvania. "Of course the charges against Tôkés are entirely fake," 
a Temesvár resident told one of our reporters. "But even aside from 
that, we will not accept any decision or even advice from the Bishop 
because of his collaborationist activities. In fact, we will see to it 
that after the Ceausescu regime falls, he and his kind will get the 
punishment they deserve." 
 The official measures against Tôkés are part of the recent 
campaign of increased harassment of several churches, through which the 
regime intends to quell the clergy's protests against the village-
destruction plan and human rights violations. 
 Indeed, Tôkés was one of 19 Hungarian Reformed ministers to sign 
a letter protesting the village destruction plan. He also organized the 
Arad Reformed Church District's petition asking Nicolae Corneanu, 
Orthodox Metropolitan of the Bánát region, to protest, in the name of 
ecumenism, state oppression of the (mostly Hungarian) Protestant 
Church. It was not Corneanu, who recently published a fascistic book 
inciting the members of his church against Hungarians, but the 
Securitate which answered the letter. Most likely, authorities fired 
Tôkés partly in response to this letter. 




